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In extending the solvability of the output regulation problem to encompass more general classes of time-varying exogenous systems, various non-equivalent definitions of observability play a crucial role in the immersion mappings establishing the so-called “internal model property”. In this talk, we give a classification of these immersion mappings based on the underlying observability property, and describe the connections between different canonical realizations of the internal model unit that fully exploit such properties for robust and adaptive regulator design. In particular, it is shown how non-minimal realizations of the internal model unit are instrumental in dealing with parameterized families of exosystem models. As an application, the semiglobal robust output regulation problem is solved for a class of nonlinear systems that do not satisfy the standard conditions for the existence of a linear time-invariant internal model, but admit a so-called “generalized immersion”. It is shown how the obstacle given by the presence of the exosystem dynamics in the generalized immersion mapping can be overcome by resorting to the proposed framework for time-varying internal model design.
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